A STATUTE
International championship a pigeon house joint champions 2015

The first one a pigeon house situated on the northern-west, where flights will takes place from
the western way. The pigeons will participate in racing not looking for the way back home,
mix with other roam pigeons.
Another asset is a very high prize stakes.
1. In the championship could participate every pigeon fancier (excluded organiser) who

provides their pigeon on time with the owner evidence to the WG.
2. The registration condition of the participation is to make a payment of 50% value
participation charge due date 14 days from the take part in the registration and at least
of the payment with the day of the delivery pigeons to the WG.
Bank account number ( PLN): 04 1470 0002 2456 3169 2513 0001
Currency account number (Euro): 15 1090 2590 0000 0001 2774 3780
Grzegorz Drygała
ul Słoneczna 6/10
72-514 Kołczewo
Closing date the pigeon receive: 15.04.2015 – 15.05.2015 (with the owner certificate).
a. After the closing date (15/05/2015) the pigeon will be accepted only in the special
case and after agreement with the organiser.
b. The lineage please provide after the final fly (due date 7 days).
c. Before shipment it is necessary to vaccinate the pigeon against. paramyxo
3. The pigeon fee is 300 zł or 75 euro
3a. After make a down payment and not delivered the pigeon on the WG the amount is
not repayment.
3b. On the coming day on the WG the pigeon receive electronic ring. The owner will
be informing if the pigeon not back before 07.06.2015.
4. The competitive flies will take place using your own transport during the week
1 competitive fly - 110 km
2 competitive fly - 150 km
3 competitive fly - 200 km
4 competitive fly - 270 km
5 final competitive fly - 400 km
The training flies will take place between the competitive flies.

4a. The organisers are entitlement their rights to make the fly shorter or extend, as well
as change the date of the fly due to atmospherics condition.
5. Awards with 1200 pigeons staffing will be average over 200 000 PLN plus possible
sponsors awards.
6. The final fly. The fasters 100 pigeons will be awarded by following split:
1 placing 40 000 zł + CUP
2 placing 20 000 zł + CUP
3 placing 12 000 zł + CUP
4 placing 10 000 zł + CUP
5 placing 8 000 zł + CUP
6 placing 6 000 zł + CUP
7 placing 4 000 zł + CUP
8 placing 3 000 zł + CUP
9 placing 2 500 zł + CUP
10 placing 2 000 zł + CUP
11-20 placing 1 000 zł
21-30 placing 800 zł
31-50 placing 500 zł
51-100 placing 300zł
In additional, every participant whose the pigeon come back from the final fly and
going to be knock down receive remembrance diploma with the pigeon position from
the competitive fly including the final fly.
7. The competitive flies 1-4. In each fly the fasters 10 pigeons will awarded:
1 placing 1 000 zł + CUP
2 placing 800 zł + CUP
3 placing 600 zł + CUP
4 placing 400 zł + DIPLOMA
5 placing 400 zł + DIPLOMA
6 placing 400 zł + DIPLOMA
7 placing 300 zł + DIPLOMA
8 placing 300 zł + DIPLOMA
9 placing 300 zł + DIPLOMA
10 placing 300 zł + DIPLOMA
8. Awards for AS:
1 placing 8 000 zł + CUP
2 placing 5 000 zł + CUP
3 placing 3 000 zł + CUP
4-10 placing 1 000 zł
11-20 placing 700 zł
21-30 placing 500 zł
The pigeon who get the higher score (AS) must come back at the final fly day. In the

situation, if the mentioned pigeon not come back on time the award will get the next
pigeon that get second higher score (AS) and come back in the first fly day.
On 2016 season is going to draw additional 40 lots to the new season among
participate in the championship in 2015.
9. After all training and competitive flies, not later than 1 day before the final fly, the
pigeon could have buy one additional activation „the typical pigeon worth 200 zł or
50€”. If the typical pigeon missing during the day on the final fly, the person could bet
on another free pigeon or resign, than he receive refund.
The person who bet does not have to be the pigeon owner.
10. To the cash prize from additional activation going to be allocate 90% collected
amount, it will be percent share to the first 10 places for the typical pigeon.
1 placing 25%
2 placing 15%
3 placing 13%
4 placing 10%
5 placing 7%
6 placing 6%
7 placing 5%
8 placing 4%
9 placing 3%
10 placing e 2%
11. The together pigeon house (WG) address:
GRZEGORZ DRYGAŁA
72-514 KOŁCZEWO
ul. SŁONECZNA 6/10
Tel: 663 602 297
12. The organisers take the responsibility for:
- take care on deliver pigeons
- health care
- right feeding
- organise training and competitive flies
- to keep and publish on the web site right documentation about championship process
13. After the season, the auction will be organise, after deduction auction costs 50% the
resulting amount is going to the pigeon owner, 50% is going to the organisers.
The pigeon that does not get the owner after 1 auction are going to the organiser (WG) as a
ownership.
14. All the rewards will be pay after the complete auction.
15. From the prize send on the foreign account the bank commission deduction will be taken.

16. The pigeons that do not come back from the final fly to the end of the year become the
organisers’ owner.
17. At the final fly there will be a banquet for the participants and fans.
18. The organisers inform that there is an obligation bypass the tax from the reward to income
tax to the tax office in the annual clearance.

